
                      

Welcome to the Prehistoric Pages of Angellis

This site is devoted to mammals, reptiles and amphibians that have a fossil record. You can surf to the 
following points of interest.

   Galleries: This section contains images of hundreds of creatures (dinosaurs, mammals, 
reptiles, amphibians) with a fossil record. 

   Taxonomy: One of the most problematic and controversial subjects in zoology and 
paleontology is examined. That is the field of taxonomy. A history of taxonomy with varying theories and 
concepts is covered. New theories and a conceptual new taxonomic process, using some old perspectives with 
new ones, are presented.

 Beginnings:  An interesting comparator of the Creation/Evolution theories, this section also 
includes a faunal timeline, that is absent in creation science circles. The timeline includes data, scientific 
evaluations, and creation oriented information. There are also theories, ideas and concepts that are from the 
authors’ point of view and based on available data and information.

   Deity: Looking for something out of the ordinary? Something that will stretch your thought 
processes? Then this is the section for you. If God were to be classified, how would you define “God”? This 
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section analyses what the key components would need to be for something to be God. It also includes some 
interesting insights into a few of the more common questions concerning this Being.

    God and Science: Have you ever wondered why it seems that God and Science do not 
work together? Is this actually true though? This section will bring many of the concepts, theories and facts 
together for examination. Theology and theory will be intertwined to see if they fit or at least can be pieced 
together. Concepts of science as well as spiritual aspects will be addressed. The final conclusion is to determine 
if God and science can coexist. For those who are accustomed to the wading end of the pool, this section is not 
for you. 

   What’s New: This is a listing of updates to the site.
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